Save time and money.
Increase efficiency.
Reduce VOC emissions.
Our Drawer Sides™ might be the easiest choice you make
all year. Created from rotary-sliced natural maple panels,
these Drawer Sides are tough, beautiful and smart.
Smart? Absolutely. Because the manufacturers
who choose them are going to save time and
money. Columbia Forest Products’ Drawer Sides are
coated on both sides with our UV clear wood finish.
This tough topcoat resists scratches, chips and the effects
of solvent wipe down while saving on the material and
labor costs associated with in-house finishing.
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Matching edge band

Features & Benefits
Finished, grooved and edge banded
to save valuable machining, labor
and finishing costs.
UV Clear finish exceeds all
standards for durability and is
unaffected by solvents.
5-ply veneer core ensures consistent
thickness, resulting in quality drawers.
Available in multiple widths making
it perfect for nearly any drawer
construction.

1

12” width features no groove
and bands on both sides to
accommodate various drawer sizes.

⁄4" groove

Easy-to-handle, ten-piece packages
so you only have to buy what you need.

UV Clear finish

Veneer core

1⁄4” UV Clear panels can be used as
drawer bottoms for a cost-effective,
100 percent UV Clear drawer system.
Conforms to CARB Phase II
formaldehyde emission limits.

UV Clear pre-finished plywood
panels are part of Columbia’s
FinishLine™ family of products.
Designed to save time and increase efficiency, FinishLine products ensure consistency
and durability, while reducing VOC emissions. In addition to UV Clear, other products
in The FinishLine include:

Specifications
Grade: ANSI HP-1-2004 C
rotary-sliced natural maple.
Thickness: 1⁄2” (+0” to -.047”)
Widths: 2”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”
(12” drawer side has no groove and
is edge banded on both sides)
Custom sizes also considered –
call for availability.
Lengths: 8’ Standard

UV White pre-finished plywood panels

Construction: 5-ply construction
consisting of 3-ply veneer core
with decorative hardwood face
and back veneers.

FirstStep™ pre-primed plywood panels
CustomColors pre-applied custom staining
FinishLine products are cost-competitive and always backed by Columbia Forest
Products’ unparalleled commitment to quality at each step of the production process.

For more information, please call one of the regional numbers listed
below or visit www.cfpwood.com.

Groove Dimensions:
• 1⁄4” wide
• 9⁄32” deep
• 1⁄2” from bottom edge
Finish: Ultraviolet-cured finish,
two sides, medium-gloss clear.
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Northeastern US & Canada
1 888-664-1964 • 1 888-525-1964
Western US / Canada
1 800-547-1791
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